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Abstract—This paper describes a direct-torque-controlled
(DTC) induction motor (IM) drive that employs feedback linearization and sliding-mode control (SMC). A new feedback linearization approach is proposed, which yields a decoupled linear IM
model with two state variables: torque and stator flux magnitude.
This intuitive linear model is used to implement a DTC-type controller that preserves all DTC advantages and eliminates its main
drawback, the flux and torque ripple. Robust, fast, and ripple-free
control is achieved by using SMC with proportional control in the
vicinity of the sliding surface. SMC assures robustness as in DTC,
while the proportional component eliminates the torque and flux
ripple. The torque time response is similar to conventional DTC
and the proposed solution is flexible and highly tunable due to the
P component. The controller design is presented, and its robust stability is analyzed in simulations. The sliding controller is compared
with a linear DTC scheme with and without feedback linearization.
Extensive experimental results for a sensorless IM drive validate
the proposed solution.
Index Terms—Adjustable speed drives, direct torque control (DTC), feedback linearization, induction motor (IM) drives,
sliding-mode control (SMC).

I. INTRODUCTION
IRECT torque control (DTC) is a robust, fast-responding
control strategy for induction machine (IM) drives [1], [2].
Conventional DTC employs closed-loop hysteresis torque and
flux controllers and a switching table to select the voltage vector
applied to the motor. DTC achieves rapid and robust torque and
flux control without using current controllers. DTC operation
is associated with large torque ripple, which causes noise, vibrations, and increased losses, while the switching frequency of
the voltage source inverter (VSI) is variable and low. Improved
DTC solutions that run at constant switching frequency and use
modern control theory have recently been developed to reduce
the torque ripple. Novel DTC strategies based on discrete space
vector modulation (SVM) techniques are described in [3]. DTC
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based on linear torque and flux controllers (linear DTC) and
SVM was introduced in [4]. Several schemes using the variable
structure control principles have been proposed in [5].
Feedback linearization (FBL) is a nonlinear control approach.
The main idea of FBL is to transform a nonlinear system into
an equivalent linear system, design a linear controller for the
linear system, and then use the inverse transformation to obtain
the desired controller for the original nonlinear system. Because
the method is sensitive to modeling errors and disturbances, it
has been rarely applied to IM drives. FBL is used in [6]–[12] to
linearize the IM model with respect to speed, flux, and current.
Two linearization schemes in which only one control quantity is
transformed are discussed in [12]. All solutions in [6]–[12] are
based on current linearization and control. Applications of FBL
to power electronics and PMSM drives are presented in [13]–
[20]. An error sensitivity analysis in [8] shows that the control
performance may deteriorate due to perturbations, parameter
detuning, and measurement errors.
Sliding-mode control (SMC) is a robust control technique
well suited for control systems with uncertainties or modeling
errors [21]. It has been successfully applied to IM drives and
provides excellent dynamic performance for a wide speed range
operation [5], [7], [19]–[24]. The switching behavior can be
integrated with the VSI operation as shown in [21]. In fact, the
conventional DTC is a form of SMC, which was designed to
closely match the switching nature of the VSI.
This paper proposes a new DTC controller that integrates
feedback linearization together with SMC. The main advantage
of FBL over classical DTC is that the linear control theory
results can easily be applied to obtain a better performance. We
use this property to design and then theoretically investigate
the robustness and stability of the proposed control method.
Moreover, the controller–observer separation principle allows
the controller and the observer to be independently designed,
if the plant model is approximately linear and estimation errors
are small [25]. The FBL disadvantage is the sensitivity of the
linearized model to uncertainties and parameter detuning, which
motivates the use of SMC.
The nonlinear IM model considered in this paper is fourth
order with the state variables: torque, stator flux, rotor flux, and
another flux-dependent state. The feedback-linearized IM model
is second order, with only the torque and stator flux magnitude
as decoupled state variables. Thus, the new linear model is intuitive, very simple, and it substantially simplifies the controller
design. The flux and torque are controlled by the new DTC
scheme and the proposed controllers employ SMC to maintain
robust sensorless operation of the drive. This approach based on
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torque–flux linearization and control is different from existing
methods in [6]–[12], which are based on current control. The
combination of these techniques preserves the fast and robust
response of conventional DTC while entirely eliminating the
torque and flux ripple.

Conventional linearization of a nonlinear system is based on
a first-order approximation of the system dynamics at a chosen operating point while neglecting high-order dynamics. This
linearization is satisfactory in many applications where normal
system operation remains in the vicinity of a fixed or slowly
varying equilibrium, but it is otherwise inappropriate. In particular, linearization is only appropriate for IM drives operating at
constant rotor speed. Otherwise, the IM behavior is inherently
nonlinear and other approaches must be used.
Feedback linearization is a technique that allows the designer
to use linear control methodologies with inherently nonlinear
systems such as the IM. The FBL algebraically transforms a
nonlinear system model into a linear one, so that linear control
techniques can be used. Unlike conventional linearization, the
linearization and the linear behavior are valid globally, rather
than in the vicinity of an equilibrium point [11]. In general, the
linearizing transformation is quite difficult to find, but in some
cases it is easy to obtain by a simple redefinition of variables
[26]. Fortunately, the FBL of an IM is achievable by an intuitive
transformation of the state variables and an input redefinition.
The IM state space model in the stator reference frame is
dψ s

1
Lm
ψ +
ψ + us
Ts σ s Lr Ts σ r


dψ r
1
Lm
=
ψs −
− jωr ψ r
dt
Ls Tr σ
Tr σ
dt

= −

(1)
(2)

where Ψs , Ψr are the stator and rotor flux space vectors, respectively, Rs and Rr are the stator and rotor resistances, Ls , Lr ,
and Lm are the stator, rotor, and magnetizing inductances, Ts =
Ls /Rs , Tr = Lr /Rr , σ = (Ls Lr − Lm 2 )/Ls Lr , ω r is the
rotor speed, and us = usd + jusq is the stator voltage vector,
which acts as input.
The model can be linearized by selecting the new states
M = ψsq ψr d − ψsd ψr q

(3)

R = ψsd ψr d + ψsq ψr q

(4)

2
ψsq

(5)

Fr = ψr2d + ψr2q

(6)

Fs =

2
ψsd

+

The IM state equations with the state variables (3)–(6) are


1
1
dM
= −
+
M − ωr R − ψr q usd + ψr d usq
dt
Tr σ Ts σ
(7)
2
2Lm
dFs
= −
Fs +
R + 2ψsd usd + 2ψsq usq
dt
Ts σ
Lr Ts σ

II. FEEDBACK LINEARIZATION OF IM MODEL

where M is the scaled torque and Fs and Fr are the squared
magnitudes of the stator and rotor flux, respectively. The variable R depends on the rotor and stator flux. For simplicity, we
refer M as the torque and Fs as the flux magnitude. We are primarily interested in controlling the torque M and the stator flux
magnitude Fs . However, we must also insure that the remaining
state variables Fr and R are bounded.
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dFr
2
2Lm
= −
Fr +
R
dt
Tr σ
Ls Tr σ


1
dR
1
Lm
= −
+
Fs
R + ωr M +
dt
Tr σ Ts σ
Ls Tr σ
+

Lm
Fr + ψr d usd + ψr q usq .
Lr Ts σ

(8)
(9)

(10)

The first three state equations are feedback linearized if the
inputs are redefined as
wq = − ωr R − ψr q usd + ψr d usq
wd =

2Lm
R + 2 (ψsd usd + ψsq usq ) .
Lr Ts σ

Now the linearized system is


1
1
dM
= −
+
M + wq
dt
Tr σ Ts σ
2
dFs
= −
Fs + wd
dt
Ts σ

(11)
(12)

(13)
(14)

dFr
2
2Lm
= −
Fr +
R
(15)
dt
Tr σ
Ls Tr σ


1
dR
1
Fr
M
Lm
= −
+
Fs +
wd −
wq .
R+
dt
Tr σ Ts σ
Ls Tr σ
2R
R
(16)
Solving (11) and (12) gives the control signals


ψsq
ψr d
2Lm
R −
(wq + ωr R)
wd −
usd =
2R
Lr Ts σ
R


ψsd
ψr q
2Lm
R +
(wq + ωr R) .
usq =
wd −
2R
Lr Ts σ
R

(17)
(18)

FBL decouples the state variables of interest, namely, the
torque M and the stator flux magnitude Fs and thus significantly simplifies the controller design for the IM drive system.
In addition, since the resulting system is linear, the classical
linear control methodologies can be used. Since the M, Fs , and
Fr have dynamics with left plane poles, the input–output stability of the remaining state variables can be easily guaranteed
provided that R stays bounded. The R state equation (16) shows
that its right-hand side is unbounded for zero R, which only occurs in the trivial condition when the stator or rotor flux is zero.
Except for the startup, this condition never occurs during regular operation. In the physical drive, the controller ensures that
the flux has been installed prior to starting the drive. Simulation
results in Section IV show that the torque control is started with
a 40 ms delay after the flux control, when fluxes are at nominal
levels. It is therefore assumed that the variable R has a lower
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For this choice of sliding surface, we use the SMC
wq = −ĝM − kM sgn (SM ) ,

kM > 0.

(22)

The term −kM sgn(SM ) is known as the corrective control.
We choose the quadratic Lyapunov function candidate V =
2
/2. The system converges to the sliding surface if the derivaSM
tive of a Lyapunov function is negative along all the trajectories
of the system. The derivative of V is
1 d 2
S = (gM − ĝM − kM sgn (SM )) SM
2 dt M
= (gM − ĝM ) SM − kM |SM | .
Fig. 1. Block diagram of the sensorless DTC IM drive with feedback
linearization.

For robust convergence to the sliding surface the derivative
must remain negative in the presence of uncertainties. We choose
the corrective control gain kM as in (24)
kM = GM + ηM .

bound Rl . R is also upper bounded in practice because the flux
magnitudes are limited due to magnetic saturation.
III. DTC VIA SLIDING MODE
SMC is used to achieve a fast and robust operation of an IM
drive. Fig. 1 shows the block diagram of the proposed drive. The
block controllers and SVM contains the FBL and the torque and
flux controllers described next. The drive uses simple speed,
torque, and flux observers and a PI speed controller. Drive data
and a brief description of the observers are provided in the
Appendix.
The control objective is to control the torque and stator flux
magnitude in the machine, i.e., to realize a DTC-type controller.
To this end, we design controllers for the torque M and the stator
flux Fs in the linearized model. Since the state (13) and (14)
governing M and Fs , respectively, are decoupled, the design
of their controllers to obtain the inputs wd and wq is quite
simple. These are then substituted in (17) and (18) to obtain the
physical inputs usd and usq , respectively. However, errors in
the calculation of the physical inputs are inevitable and must be
accounted for and corrected to provide robust performance.
The errors in the physical control inputs can be represented
as equivalent errors in the linear state (13) and (14). Equation
(13) can be rewritten in the form
dM
= gM + wq
dt

(19)

where gM represents the uncertain dynamics of the FBL torque
equation. The term gM is not exactly known; from (13), an
estimate of the dynamics is given by


1
1
+
ĝM = −
M.
Tr σ Ts σ
We assume that the estimation error for gM is bounded as
|ĝM − gM | ≤ GM .

(20)

To design the SMC for the linear system of (19), we define
the sliding surface as the torque error
S M = M − Md .

(21)

(23)

(24)

This gives the sliding condition
1 d
SM 2 ≤ −ηM |SM |
(25)
2 dt
where ηM is a positive constant. The gain kM of (24) includes
the term GM to ensure robust stability and the term ηM to control
the speed of convergence to the sliding controller. A bigger ηM
makes the system trajectory to reach the sliding surface in a
shorter time but can result in higher chattering. Similar results
can be obtained by using an integral sliding surface

 t
d
+ λM
(M − Md ) dτ
(26)
SM =
dt
0
where λM is a positive constant design parameter. This parameter determines how fast the error goes to zero once the state is
on the surface. The SMC effort can be chosen as
wq = −ĝM − λM (M − Md ) − kM sgn (SM ) ,

kM > 0
(27)
and the sliding condition holds for kM = GM + ηM .
To avoid chattering, we define a boundary layer around the
sliding surface BM (t) = {x, |SM (x)| ≤ hM }, where hM > 0
is the boundary layer thickness. Inside the boundary layer, a
proportional control term is added to the control of (22). Outside the boundary layer (|SM (x)| > hM ), the corrective control
drives the system to the sliding surface.
The stator flux dynamics in (14) are almost identical to (13)
and are similarly handled. Most of the analysis is omitted, for
brevity. Similarly to torque, the sliding surface is
S F s = Fs − Fs d

(28)

and the linear system control input is
wd = −ĝF s − kF s sgn (SF s ) ,

kF s > 0.

(29)

As for torque, we use a narrow boundary layer around the
sliding surface, with proportional control to avoid chattering.
Fig. 2 shows the block diagram of the SMC with FBL torque
and flux controller. To summarize, the controllers are given by
(22) and (29) and the reference voltages are produced by (17)
and (18) in the stator reference frame. A SVM unit produces the
VSI switching signals Sa , Sb , and Sc .
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Fig. 2.
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Torque and flux SMC with feedback linearization for IM control.

IV. ROBUSTNESS STUDY AND CONTROLLER DESIGN
This section provides a design procedure for the sliding-mode
FBL controller that achieves robust stability in face of the most
important errors, which affect the IM model: motor parameter detuning and speed observation errors. We consider these
uncertainties bounded, as in (20) and investigate how these uncertainties impact the choice of corrective gains for torque and
flux control. For FBL implementation we use constant motor
parameter values and design the controller to remain robust as
they change during operation. Rotor speed is obtained from
observers with estimation errors, particularly during transients
and low speed operation. On the other hand, flux and torque
observers give relatively good estimates, and the impact of their
errors on FBL is not discussed here.
The errors in the control signal due to these uncertainties are
denoted as Δusd and Δusq . To evaluate these errors in terms of
the rotor speed and parameter errors, and to analyze the effect
of uncertainties on the SMC design, we combine (17) and (18)
in the following vector form:



w
wd
Lm Rs
q
ψ s . (30)
−
+
ω
+
j
ψ
us =
r
r
2R Ls Lr − Lm 2
R
Although wd and wq are produced by the SMC and have no
uncertainty, we can replace the error in the control signal us
with equivalent errors in wd and wq . The equivalent error is
Δw = Δwd + jΔwq , and (30) can be rewritten as
⎞
⎛
L̂
R̂
+
Δw
w
d
d
m
s
⎠


−
us = ⎝
2R
L̂ + L
L̂ + L
− L̂2
m


ψr + j

wq + Δwq
+ ω̂r
R

sσ

m

rσ

m


ψs

(31)

where L̂m is the measured magnetizing inductance, R̂s is the
measured stator resistance, and ω̂r is the rotor speed estimate.
Using (30) and (31), the equivalent error is given by
⎛
L̂ R̂
 m s

Δw = Δwd + jΔwq = 2⎝
L̂m + Lsσ L̂m + Lr σ − L̂2m

Lm Rs
−
(32)
R + j (ωr − ω̂r ) R.
Ls Lr − Lm 2

Fig. 3. Simulation results for SMC and FBL with ±10 rad/s speed errors, at
startup, torque T e , and stator flux Ψ s .

The feedback linearized torque and stator flux dynamics in
the presence of errors in wd and wq are


1
dM
1
= −
+
(33)
M + wq − Δwq
dt
Tr σ Ts σ
2
dFs
= −
Fs + wd − Δwd .
dt
Ts σ

(34)

It can be assumed that the maximum deviation of each uncertain parameter and the maximum measurement or estimation
error for the rotor speed are known. For this analysis we use
ηM = 10, ηF s = 10, which give a realistic dynamic response
for torque and flux. The main focus for this section is robust
stability rather than dynamic response.
A. Speed (ωr )
Errors in speed estimation cause model perturbations that
may influence the system response. Speed errors have no effect
on stator flux dynamics but change the torque (13) to


1 1
1
dM
=−
+
(35)
M + (ω̂r − ωr ) R + wq .
dt
σ Tr
Ts
Knowing the maximum speed estimation error, the corrective
control gain can guarantee robust performance. The IM has
a nominal value of R, R = 0.25 (parameters are listed in the
Appendix). Assuming a speed measurement with a maximum
error of ±10 rad/s (±1.6 Hz), we have |(ω̂r − ωr )R| < 2.5,
which corresponds to GM = 2.5 and kM = GM + ηM = 12.5.
We use kM = 20, as in our experiments, which handles even
larger errors. Since the speed error does not affect the stator
flux dynamics, we use kF s = ηF s + 0 = 10. Simulation results
in Fig. 3 show the torque and flux response for the drive starting
from standstill with ±10 rad/s speed errors. The torque control
is almost identical for any speed error and it remains stable and
ripple-free. For bigger errors, we simply choose a larger gain
for robust stability, at the expense of increased chattering.
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Fig. 4. Simulation results for SMC and FBL with ±50% R s errors, at startup,
torque T e , and stator flux Ψ s .

Fig. 5. Simulation results for SMC and FBL with ±30% L m errors, at startup,
torque T e , and stator flux Ψ s .

B. Stator Resistance (Rs )

flux dynamics (34), as follows:

Lm
2
dFs
= −
Fs + 2RRs
dt
Ts σ
Ls Lr − Lm 2

The stator resistance changes with temperature, and it impacts
the stator flux dynamics. Introducing a perturbation due to stator
resistance error, the stator flux dynamics (34) is given by


2
dFs
2Lm
=−
Fs +
R Rs − R̂s + wd
(36)
dt
Ts σ
Lr Ls σ
where R̂s is the nominal stator resistance and Rs is its actual value. We consider a maximum error in the stator resistance of ±50%, i.e., |Rs − R̂s | < 0.5 × R̂s = 1.15. The
corresponding model perturbation for the parameter values is
m
R × 0.69 = 28.16. We choose the corrective conGF s = L2L
r Ls σ
trol gain kF s = ηF s + GF s = 40 > 38.16. Since the torque dynamics is independent of the resistance error, we use the same
value kM = 20, for similar dynamic performance.
Simulation results in Fig. 4 show the stator flux and torque
response for the drive starting from standstill with ±50% stator
resistance dynamic uncertainty. Note how the resistance error
impacts the flux response time, which is faster for lower resistances and due to larger gain. However, the steady state operation
is ripple-free and robust with respect to Rs errors.
C. Rotor Resistance (Rr )
Rotor resistance changes with temperature. The notable advantage of the proposed FBL is that the changes in Rr do not
change the dynamics of stator flux and torque and do not affect
the control. However, they do change the dynamics of the other
two state variables (R, Fr ); this substantially impacts the speed
estimate. Therefore, the rotor resistance errors are accounted for
by speed errors discussed in Section IV-A.
D. Magnetizing Inductance (Lm )
The magnetizing inductance deviates from its measured value
due to magnetic saturation. Changes in the magnetizing inductance produce changes in both the stator and rotor inductances.
This has no effect on torque dynamics, but changes the stator

⎞
L̂m
⎠ + wd . (37)


−
L̂m + Lsσ L̂m + Lr σ − L̂2m

We consider a maximum change in the magnetizing inductance of ±30%, i.e., 0.7 L̂m Lm 1.3 L̂m . We examine the term
ΔL =

L̂m
Lm
2 −
Ls Lr − Lm
(L̂m + Lsσ )(L̂m + Lr σ ) − L̂2m

in (37) that depends on Lm . For Lm = 0.7 L̂m , we have
L = −0.42467, and for Lm = 1.3 L̂m , we have L = 0.23176.
For robust stability, we use the maximum value of |L |. The corresponding perturbation is GF s = 2RRs × 0.42467 = 0.49. We
use the gain kF s = 12 > 10.49. Since the torque dynamics is
independent of the magnetizing inductance, we use kM = 20.
Simulation results in Fig. 5 show the stator flux and torque for
the drive starting from standstill with ±30% magnetizing inductance errors. Again, it is proved that SMC provides robust
and ripple-free steady state performance. Overall, the largest
gains can be used for all situations. All simulations are for the
sensorless drive shown in Fig. 1.
The proposed SMC design is based on the required dynamic
response (ηM , ηF s ) and the maximum uncertainty (GM , GF s ).
The dynamic response is application dependent and is chosen
by the designer. Equation (34) gives the maximum uncertainty
caused by FBL. Given η and G for flux and torque, the designer
chooses a sliding gain larger than GM + ηM for the torque
controller and larger than GF s + ηF s for the flux controller.
This choice of the corrective control gains results in a robust
and stable system that operates at the required speed while
suppressing chattering. Comparing all simulation results, we
conclude that larger gains result in a faster and robust control
but can cause chattering if the increase in gain is excessive.
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Torque and flux PI control with feedback linearization for IM control.

Fig. 8. Stator (blue) and rotor (red) flux magnitude control at startup, with (a)
PI controllers (linear DTC) and (b) PI controllers and FBL.

Fig. 7. Torque response to 4.5 Nm step command with (a) PI controllers
(linear DTC) and (b) PI controllers and FBL. Startup from standstill.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Comparison of Feedback Linearization and Linear DTC
Linear DTC is a control scheme that uses linear proportional–
integral (PI) controllers for torque and flux, in order to obtain
a good control performance [4]. The new FBL design proposed
provides similar or better performance. We first compare the
linear PI torque (M) and flux (F s) control with FBL, whose
bloc diagram is shown in Fig. 6, against linear DTC (without
FBL).
For a fair comparison, the experiments were performed using
the same PI controller gains for both solutions. The torque step
response is shown in Fig. 7, and the stator flux step response is
shown in Fig. 8. The PI controller with FBL in Fig. 7(b) gives a
slightly faster torque response with more accurate steady-state
tracking than the linear DTC in Fig. 7(a), at the expense of a
small overshoot. Fig. 8(b) shows that the flux response for FBL
is slightly faster than the linear DTC in Fig. 8(a). The control
performance of the PI with FBL solution shows good dynamic
response, but it is not robust. The experimental setup data and
controller gains are provided in the Appendix.
B. DTC via Feedback Linearization and Sliding Mode
The proposed sliding-mode controller with FBL has been
designed and implemented on the same setup. Its block diagram

Fig. 9. Torque transients for startup from standstill with feedback linearization
and SMC (a) torque and (b) stator and rotor flux magnitudes.

Fig. 10. Stator (blue) and rotor (red) flux magnitude response to 0.5 Wb step
command with feedback linearization and SMC, at standstill.

is shown in Fig. 2. For all tests, we used a very simple flux
and torque observer (LPF of the EMF), which produces modest
results. Fig. 9. shows the torque response to a 4.5 Nm (1.5 rated
torque) step command and the stator flux, during startup from
standstill.
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Fig. 11. IM startup and reversal with FBL and SMC (a) estimated speed, (b)
measured speed, (c) torque, and (d) stator (blue) and rotor (red) flux magnitudes.

Fig. 12. IM startup with FBL and PI control (a) estimated speed, (b) measured
speed, (c) torque, and (d) stator (blue) and rotor (red) flux magnitudes.

The stator flux was preinstalled and its magnitude shows that
the FBL effectively decouples the flux and torque. The torque
reaches 4.5 Nm in less than 2 ms and the overshoot is negligible
with very low steady state ripple. Fig. 10 shows the stator and
rotor flux magnitude response to a 0.5 Wb step command for
stator flux magnitude. The response is fast and chattering free.
To show the drive behavior under speed control, we use a PI
speed controller to generate the torque reference. The acceleration from 0 Hz to 50 Hz followed by a reversal from 50 Hz to
-50 Hz are shown in Fig. 11. The figure shows estimated speed,
measured speed, torque, and stator and rotor flux magnitudes.
Notice how rigidly the flux and torque are kept to their set points
during speed transients. For comparison, the same test was run
with FBL and PI controllers (see Fig. 6), and the results are
shown in Fig. 12.
While the speed response is similar, the torque and stator flux
magnitudes in Fig. 12 show oscillations during speed transients,
which indicate a lack of robustness and imperfect decoupling
for the PI controller. Despite the simple flux and speed observer
and other errors, the speed control is fast and accurate in all
cases.
Low speed operation with SMC and FBL is illustrated in
Fig. 13, which shows fast reversals at ±3 Hz electrical speed.
The torque control is fast, while the stator flux is kept constant,
which replicates the same robust behavior as in Fig. 11. For this

experiment the flux observer cutoff frequency was decreased to
ω 0 = 1 rad/s. Based on the experimental evidence we conclude
that the SMC has very robust operation at all speeds.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes a new design approach that integrates
feedback linearization and SMC with a DTC drive. This new
solution based on torque–flux linearization produces an intuitive linear model of the IM, with torque and flux as decoupled
state variables. For the linear IM model, the controller–observer
separation principle holds if estimation errors are small, which
allows the controller and observer to be independently designed.
It also allows the use of a simple traditional linear design approach and the use of linear state observers.
Sliding-mode direct torque and flux control provides robustness against parameter uncertainties and their changes, as proved
by the comparison with a linear controller. The chattering associated with sliding-mode operation is eliminated by the proportional controller used inside the boundary layer. The drive has
the same fast and robust response, as a conventional DTC drive
and completely eliminates the torque and flux ripple. Overall,
the solution combines the advantages of conventional and linear
DTC. These advantages are due to the sliding-mode controller
and the linearization, which decouples the torque and stator flux
magnitude.
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1
(us − Rs is ), where
than its cutoff frequency: ψ s = s+ω
0
ω0 = 10rad/s(f0 = 1.59Hz). This estimator produces modest
results, with large errors during speed transients and at low
speeds. The rotor speed is estimated as ω̂r = ω̂ψ r − ω̂s where
ω̂ψ r is the rotor flux speed calculated as the differential of rotor
flux position, and ω̂s = 2Rr Te /(3pψr2 ) is the slip speed. We
purposely selected a very simple flux and speed observer in
order to test the controller performance and its robustness in a
realistic practical environment with flux and speed errors.
Control parameters used in the experiments are as follows:
1) PI controllers for linear DTC: KP ,F s = 50, KI ,F s =
1000, KP ,T e = 15, KI ,T e = 2000;
2) PI controllers with FBL: KP ,F s = 50, KI ,F s =
1000, KP ,T e = 6, KI ,T e = 800;
3) Sliding-mode controllers with FBL: KS M C ,F s =
5, KS M C ,T e = 20 with boundary layers hF s = 0.01 Wb,
hT e = 0.4 N · m.
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